
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

4800 Dufferin Street 
Toronto, ON  ~  M3H 5S9 
Phone (416) 296-8838  
Toll Free 1-877-228-7688 
www.delsuites.com 

 
Friday, January 19, 2024 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern, City of Toronto 
RE: Submission for Medium-Term Rentals (MTR) for Planning & Housing Committee 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am writing to you as the President of DelSuites Inc, a prominent provider of medium term rental 

corporate housing in Toronto, to express our perspective on the proposed regulations for medium-term 

rentals. Our experience and services in this sector position us uniquely to offer insights into the pivotal 

role of corporate housing within the city's housing ecosystem. 

The Vital Role of Corporate Housing 

DelSuites Inc is at the forefront of addressing the diverse housing needs for extended stays (30 days or 

more) in Toronto. We cater to a wide range of clients, including families needing proximity to medical 

facilities, individuals displaced by emergencies, professionals relocating for work, and participants in 

Toronto's thriving film and production industry. 

Our services offer more than just accommodation; we provide a sense of home and stability. Unlike 

hotels or traditional short-term rentals, our furnished spaces offer comfort, convenience, and a 

semblance of normalcy, especially crucial in times of distress or transition. 

Hospital Stays: When families have loved ones undergoing long-term medical treatment, corporate 

housing offers a home-like environment close to healthcare facilities, thus easing the emotional and 

logistical burden. 

Insurance-Related Housing: In instances of home damage due to fires, floods, or other emergencies, 

corporate housing provides immediate, fully furnished accommodations for displaced families as they 

navigate insurance claims and home repairs. 

Relocation Services: Whether it's for a new job or corporate assignment, employees often need 

temporary and flexible housing solutions, which corporate housing readily offers until they find a 

permanent home. 

Film and Production Housing: The entertainment industry is vital to Toronto's economy, and corporate 

housing supports this sector by providing furnished accommodations for crews and casts, often in 

locations that are convenient to sets. 

Emergency Response and Disaster Relief: During crises, first responders, medical staff, and other 

essential personnel may need temporary housing, and corporate housing can swiftly meet this demand 

as seen during the COVID pandemic. 

http://www.delsuites.com/
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Impact on Local Economy and Community 

Corporate housing is an integral part of the city's economy. It supports local small businesses and 

vendors. These partnerships contribute significantly to the local economy and the vibrancy of our 

community. 

The Need for Balanced Regulations 

We understand and support the city's efforts to protect affordable housing. However, it is vital to 

recognize that corporate housing, with its unique model and clientele, should not be conflated with 

short-term vacation rentals. Our industry operates under a different paradigm, often involving stays of 

30+ days, which is significantly longer than typical short-term rentals. 

We believe that any new regulations should acknowledge the distinct nature of corporate housing and 

its contribution to Toronto’s housing market. We advocate for maintaining a minimum stay requirement 

of 30 nights, not only to preserve the integrity and viability of our sector but also to service and meet the 

residential needs of the community. 

Invitation for Further Discussion 

DelSuites is committed to a collaborative approach and is open to discussing these matters in more 

detail. We are eager to work with the City of Toronto and reflect the unique needs of all stakeholders, 

including the corporate housing sector. 

We appreciate your consideration of our perspective and look forward to the opportunity to contribute 

further to this important discussion. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Dan Henderson 

President,  

DelSuites Inc. 
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CORPORATE HOUSING 
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FULLY FURNISHED, PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATIONS. 

SERVING INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES IN NEED OF TEMPORARY HOUSING FOR 30 DAYS OR LONGER. 

Corporate housing plays an indispensable role in addressing the specific and time-sensitive housing needs within the Toronto community. Contrary to the 
perception that it reduces available housing, corporate housing actually enriches the market by providing specialized solutions that cater to critical 
needs. There is a growing shortage of available corporate housing in Toronto, this type of Furnished Housing takes up only 0.09% of Toronto’s total 
dwelling units and Corporate housing does not compete with Hotels & Airbnb.
For example:
Hospital Stays: When families have loved ones undergoing long-term medical treatment, corporate housing offers a home-like environment close to 
healthcare facilities, thus easing the emotional and logistical burden.
Insurance-Related Housing: In instances of home damage due to fires, floods, or other emergencies, corporate housing provides immediate, fully 
furnished accommodations for displaced families as they navigate insurance claims and home repairs.
Relocation Services: Whether it's for a new job or corporate assignment, employees often need immediate and flexible housing solutions, which 
corporate housing readily offers.
Film and Production Housing: The entertainment industry is vital to Toronto's economy, and corporate housing supports this sector by providing 
furnished accommodations for crews and casts, often in locations that are convenient to sets.
Emergency Response and Disaster Relief: During crises, first responders, medical staff, and other essential personnel may need temporary housing, and 
corporate housing can swiftly meet this demand as seen during the COVID pandemic. 

By offering tailored accommodations like these, corporate housing both supports essential services and complements the broader Toronto housing 
market, fulfilling a role that traditional residential housing or hotels often cannot. Therefore, it is imperative to recognize and support the critical 
function of corporate housing in our community.



CORPORATE HOUSING PROVIDERS ASSOCIATION (CHPA)
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CHPA, with its 300 member companies in 15 countries, is a
professional trade association exclusively dedicated to supporting 
corporate housing providers all around the world.

CHPA PROVIDES:

• A professional code of ethics
• A professional individual certification program
• A company accreditation program
• Industry insights, statistical information and best practices
• Education and support to legislators as it pertains to corporate housing
• Critical networking and educational events regionally
• Collaborative initiatives with other professional associations and the industries they serve
• Recognition of industry excellence for philanthropic contributions to the communities in which members operate



MISCONCEPTIONS VS REALITY OF CORPORATE HOUSING
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MISCONCEPTION REALITY

Same as short-term rentals Provides furnished residential homes and is designed for stays 
of 30+ nights

Not a globally recognized industry Recognized worldwide and caters to important market 
segments in world-class cities in North America as well as in the 
APAC and EMEA regions

Serves transient travellers that could/would otherwise stay in 
hotels. Corporate Housing takes business away from Hotels.

Corporate housing typically offers a more home-like 
environment, which is preferable for 30+ night stays. It includes 
amenities like full kitchens, living rooms, and in-suite laundry, 
which provide the comforts and conveniences of home. Serving 
individuals and families in need of temporary accommodations, 
including Fortune 100 companies and employees in the 
healthcare, government, tech, and construction industries. 
Hotels cannot offer a home environment

Is a new industry The industry has existed for decades – since 1960 supporting 
the city & businesses



PRIMARY MARKETS AND SAMPLE ORGANIZATIONS

SERVICED BY CORPORATE HOUSING
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RELOCATION &

IMMIGRATION
INSURANCE FILM & 

PRODUCTION

LOCAL RESIDENTS 

(RENOVATIONS/DELAYED 

CLOSINGS)

MEDICAL & 

HOSPITALS



RELOCATION & IMMIGRATION
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Corporate housing is an important service to those relocating and immigrating to Toronto, offering temporary home-like 

environments while families search for permanent residences.

FACT IMPACT OF REDUCED CORPORATE HOUSING OPTIONS

A smooth relocation process, including corporate housing 
support, is often a crucial factor for attracting top talent

Employment candidates may be deterred from accepting a job 
relocation

Infrastructure and other projects create consistent corporate 
housing demand for extended work assignments in Toronto

Toronto may face a shortage of expertise required to complete 
important projects

Toronto is a top destination for immigrants in Canada, hosting 
the highest number of newcomer families that require 
temporary housing

Less immigrants will choose Toronto as their destination 
creating a negative economic impact on the city

There is a shortage of student housing in Toronto Students will have further limitations in selecting safe housing 
close to their respective campuses

Refer to References, Pages 2-7



MEDICAL AND HOSPITALS 
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FACT IMPACT OF REDUCED CORPORATE HOUSING OPTIONS

Toronto’s world class hospitals and medical teaching facilities 
rely on corporate housing to provide healthcare professionals 
and students with temporary housing

Lack of safe and comfortable temporary residences will intensify 
pressure on the healthcare system and diminish Toronto’s 
reputation as a prominent global medical hub

Many Ontarians rely on corporate housing to spend extended 
periods in Toronto to undergo medical treatments at hospitals 
and cancer centers

Patients would be forced to stay in costly alternatives without 
adequate facilities such as full kitchen that would hinder their 
recovery

Out-of-town families with in-patient loved ones in Toronto 
hospitals require nearby temporary housing to provide essential 
support during the recovery process

Families would be faced with the difficult decision to stay home 
during their loved ones’ hospital stays

Refer to References, Pages 8-11

Corporate housing is an essential service for Toronto’s robust medical and hospital industry.



INSURANCE
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During emergencies, like fire or floods, corporate housing can serve as immediate accommodation for affected families.

FACT IMPACT OF REDUCED CORPORATE HOUSING OPTIONS

Displaced homeowners/tenants require access to temporary 
housing options that corporate housing provides

Homeowners/tenants would be forced to select alternative 
options that are not suitable living environments and exceed 
their insurance policy coverage

Insurance companies have long-standing partnerships with 
corporate housing providers across Toronto and rely on these to 
service their policyholders

Adjusters will struggle to support homeowners/tenants in 
finding safe and suitable temporary housing arrangements with 
full kitchen in times of crisis

Many challenges arise during home repairs and 
homeowners/tenants and adjusters alike rely on corporate 
housing’s flexible terms and cost-effectiveness with full kitchen

Displaced homeowners/tenants would be forced into either 
selecting higher-cost options meant for short stays or long-term 
leases with rigid terms.

Refer to References, Page 12



LOCAL RESIDENTS (RENOVATIONS/DELAYED CLOSINGS)
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Corporate housing is a safety net for those undergoing important updates to their homes or transitioning between residences, 

providing families with a stable home environment. 

FACT IMPACT OF REDUCED CORPORATE HOUSING OPTIONS

Moving presents logistical challenges and corporate housing is a 
seamless solution for families that require temporary housing

A lack of continuity in housing will disrupt school, work and daily 
routines, causing strain on families

Closing delays are a reality in the real estate market and 
corporate housing is a safety net during these stressful waiting 
periods. 

Families will experience financial strains without suitable 
accommodation options

Home improvements disrupt daily life and corporate housing 
offers temporary housing away from construction and noise

Hotels or other alternatives without a properly equipped 
furnished living space are not only uncomfortable and 
inconvenient, but are also expensive for families



FILM AND PRODUCTION
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Corporate housing is a heavily relied upon service by Toronto’s film and production industry and is vital to keeping Toronto as one of 

the top five screen-based industry hubs in North America.

FACT IMPACT OF REDUCED CORPORATE HOUSING OPTIONS

Film and production companies require cost-effective options 
for their temporary housing needs, which corporate housing 
provides

Production companies will face higher costs to shoot in Toronto, 
making the city a less desirable place for the film and 
production industry

Projects often require flexible temporary housing terms which 
adapt to changing schedules and reshoots

New difficulties and challenges for film crews looking to manage 
their resources efficiently

Corporate housing offers sought-after locations which reduces 
logistical challenges for production companies and minimizes 
commute times

The shooting process will be hampered and discourage film 
companies from choosing Toronto

Refer to References, Page 13
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Corporate housing providers actively engage in community outreach and philanthropic initiatives as part of their corporate social 
responsibility efforts.  These charitable endeavors have a significant impact on the City of Toronto by:

• Addressing housing needs
• Alleviating financial burdens
• Assisting vulnerable populations

Corporate housing companies give back to the community through financial contributions, volunteering, and providing temporary 
housing for those in need, including offering free, subsidized, or discounted stays to individuals or families facing emergencies or 
hardships.

Refer to References – Pages 14-16

CORPORATE HOUSING SUPPORTING THE COMMUNITY



CORPORATE HOUSING MEMBERSHIPS AND AFFILIATIONS
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To learn more, click on the logos to be directed to the respective websites.

Worldwide Employment Relocation Council

Canadian Employment Relocation Council

Ontario Insurance Adjusters Association

https://www.worldwideerc.org/
https://www.cerc.ca/
https://www.oiaa.com/
https://www.hrpa.ca/
https://www.gbta.org/
https://www.chpaonline.org/
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In conclusion, it's imperative for city officials recognize that corporate housing is an essential service for the City of Toronto 
working closely with multiple sectors offering stays of 30+ nights. Given the complexities and the wide-ranging impact, any 
policy changes regarding corporate housing must be thoughtfully examined, balancing the potential benefits against the 
likely disruptions and setbacks that would ensue.

Distinguished Legacy Since 1960: Instituting Essential Corporate Housing Solutions, Tailored for Stays 
Exceeding 30 Days

A Covenant of Excellence: Endorsed by a Professional Trade Association Committed to a Code of Ethics

A Multifaceted Service Spectrum:
• Facilitating Relocation & Immigration
• Enabling Access to Comprehensive Medical Care & Healthcare Services
• Offering Secure Insurance Solutions for Permanent Local Residents
• Serving as a Backbone for the Flourishing Film & Production Industries

Community-Focused Collaboration: Nurturing Small Businesses, Charities and Philanthropic Partnerships to 
Address the Needs of Our Localities.

CONCLUSION



CORPORATE HOUSING PROVIDERS ASSOCIATION

Corporate Housing Providers Association

3502 Woodview Trace, Suite 300

Indianapolis, IN 46268

317.328.4631

Fax: 317.280.8527

www.chpaonline.org

Mary Ann B. Passi, CEO

map@chpaonline.org

http://www.chpaonline.org
mailto:map@chpaonline.org
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References from the Relocation | Business Community 
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References from the Relocation | Business Community (cont’d) 
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References from the Relocation | Business Community (cont’d) 
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References from the Relocation | Business Community (cont’d) 
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References from the Medical Community 
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References from the Medical Community (cont’d) 
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References from the Medical Community (cont’d) 
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References from the Medical Community (cont’d) 

Housing Frontline Health Care Workers 

https://toronto.citynews.ca/video/2020/05/30/housing-frontline-healthcare-workers/ 

https://toronto.citynews.ca/video/2020/05/30/housing-frontline-healthcare-workers/
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Reference from the Insurance Community 
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Reference from the Film/ Production Community 
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Community Outreach and Engagement— Reference from the City of Toronto 
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Community Outreach and Engagement (Cont’d) 
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Community Outreach and Engagement (Cont’d) 

City News Interview:  

How New Initiative Helps Shelter Residents Find Afforable Housing 

https://toronto.citynews.ca/video/2020/06/24/how-new-initiative-helps-shelter-residents-find-affordable-housing/ 

https://style.ca/piper-skye-safe-transitions/ 
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